
Magic Released - Magic Forbidden by Jack
Hillman Available September 15
Running Wild Press will release the
second in the Magic series by Jack
Hillman.

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, September 8,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- On
September 15, Running Wild Press will
release the follow up novel in the
Magic series by Jack Hillman entitled
Magic Forbidden. 

Dan and Thook were an unusual Pair.
Dan was a freelance writer who had
been paralyzed from the waist down in
a car accident. Thook was a human
wizardess, a descendant of people
taken to another dimension when the
Sidhe left Britain several hundred years
ago. One of Thook’s magic students
has been infected with a drug that
drains her life. Now Dan and Thook
must discover who is using forbidden
magic to control humans, but the
nefarious ones have made a mistake.
They are using an ancient chemical
process that includes philosopher’s
stone, a compound made from dragon’s blood. Dan and Thook must find the source of the
magically enhanced drug and stop the men making it with the help of the Mother of Dragons.

A lifelong Pennsylvania resident, Jack began a love of books sitting amid the mystery of hospitals
and medical paraphernalia. Mythology of all cultures and a fascination with martial philosophies
led to King Arthur, the knights of the round table and an array of science fiction and fantasy
authors that had a strong impact on his life.

With experience as a journalist, short story writer, playwright and novelist, Jack often speaks at
writer's conferences, to writer's groups and to school gatherings. If you are looking for a speaker
on esoteric subjects, Jack probably has something tucked away in a folder for the occasion.
He lives in eastern Pennsylvania with his supportive wife, a squad of feline editors, and an array
of edged weapons to inspire his works

Press: Running Wild Press
Distributor: Ingram Book Distribution
Retail: $24.99
Wholesale at 55% of retail pricing.
ISBN: 978-1-947041-15-8	Trim: Paperback
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